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Business Management

Ask SCORE        

Where are the Inventors?
 

The business world lost a super innovator recently.  Steve Jobs had a super creative mind.  I will never 
forget being at two technology conventions, the first was the unveiling of the “Mac” computer and the 
other was the rollout of the “iPhone”.  I can still picture him on the stage, dressed in his blue jeans and 
turtle neck shirt and we were amazed at the newest technology tool that he showed on the large screen 
behind him.  How did he continue to come up with these great ideas and put them into practice?   Once 
asked, he said, “Creativity is just having enough dots to connect…connect experiences and synthesize 
new things. The reason creative people are able to do that is that they’ve had more experiences or have 
thought more about their experiences than other people.”  Where are these people?

 

I was reminded recently, that many of them are right here in Minnesota and they gather each year. Back 
in my school days, we promoted a Minnesota organization that urged young people and adults to share 
and show their inventions.  The Minnesota Inventors Congress (MIC) is one of the oldest and most 
established inventor trade shows in the country.  If you've ever been to MIC, you will know that this 
show has been around for more than 50 years and that it's held in the small Minnesota town of 
Redwood Falls.

If you attend, you will witness that the participants are all committed to helping one another succeed 
and the sense of community is very real. I’m not sure if it’s because MIC is held in a small town or 
what, but it made me think about how important it is for inventors to find their own inventor 
community.

The truth is that being an inventor can be a lonely and overwhelming experience. Inventors are 
typically the creative types, the innovators, the out-of-the-box thinkers, etc. And unfortunately, being 
creative, unique or different can actually be downright exhausting. Why? Because nobody ever 
understands why you do what you do! 



One of the unique things about MIC is that being an inventor is actually the norm for this gathering. 
People are consistently sharing stories of how their children and their grandchildren were inventing 
products. In other words, it is actually cool to be an inventor in Redwood Falls…if you have never 
attended, you should try to attend! 

My point is that if you want to be successful as an innovator, I think it is essential to your success that 
you find other like-minded individuals to help you grow. It’s the best way I know to help you win as an 
inventor. Find a local inventors group in your area, become a member of a trade association related to 
your product,  join a group of inventors online.  One great website is www.inventorspot.com  This site 
provides a place to share invention news, tips, advice and other items of interest for serious inventors.  
It is also a very interesting place for those of us that are not an inventor.  Then, once you get to the 
place of turning your invention into a business, seek out a SCORE mentor to help you turn your 
invention into a business.

__________

Dean L. Swanson

Southeast Minnesota SCORE

c/o Rochester Area Chamber of Commerce

220 South Broadway, Suite 100

Rochester, MN 55904

*Dean is a volunteer SCORE Mentor.
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